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Objectives
1. Define these terms:  handicapped, disability,  

TAB,  Special Care Dentistry, & people first 
language.

2. Understand the history and sociology of 
disabilities in the U.S. 

3. Discuss the prevalence of disabilities worldwide 
and in the United States

4. Review the “Ten Commandments of 
Communicating with People with Disabilities” 
and use these in your practice.



Heaven’s Very Special Child
A meeting was held quite far from earth.

“It’s time again for another birth,”
Said the Angels to the Lord above,

“This special child will need much love”.
His progress may seem very slow

Accomplishments he may not show
And he’ll require extra care

From the folks he meets way down there.
He may not run or laugh or play

His thoughts may seem quite far away
In many ways he won’t adapt,

And he’ll be known as handicapped.



Heaven’s Very Special Child 
(continued) Author unknown

So let’s be careful where he’s sent
We want his life to be content

Please, Lord, find the parents who
Will do a special job for You

They will not realize right away
The leading role they’re asked to play

But with this child sent from above
Comes stronger faith and richer love.

And soon they’ll know the privilege given
In caring for this gift from Heaven

Their precious charge, so meek and mild
Is Heaven’s Very Special Child.”



Defining Handicapped*

1. Crippled or physically disabled
2. Mentally deficient
3. (of a contestant) marked by, being 

under, or having a handicap; a 
handicapped player

*The Random House College Dictionary, 1972



Handicapped or handicap*
1. Disability, a human condition
2. Handicapping, various methods of leveling a 

sport or game
1. Golf handicap, a sport-specific handicap
2. Go handicaps (Japanese board game)
3. Handicaps in shogi (Japanese Chess)

3. Handicap principle, an evolutionary theory
4. Self-handicapping, a psychological method of 

finding something to blame for failure besides 
one’s own inability

*From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 10-8-10



Symbol for a Handicapped person

• Symbol is 
certainly true for 
me

• Not the kind of 
handicapped 
we’re talking 
about…



Universal Symbol for Handicapped 
(accessible sign)

• “Hand-in-cap was 
originally a lottery 
game in 17th century 
involving placing 
money in a cap

• In 1915 it became a 
term to describe 
crippled children who 
could not work and 
went begging with 
their “cap in hand”



Defining handicapped…



Defining disability*

1. Lack of competent power, strength, or 
physical or mental ability; incapacity.

2. A physical handicap, esp. one the 
prevents a person from living a normal 
life or from performing a specific job.

3. The state or condition of being disabled.
4. Legal incapacity; legal disqualification.

The Random House College Dictionary, 1972



Defining disability*
• A disability (or lack of a given ability), as the 

“dis” qualifier denotes) in humans may be:
– Physical
– Cognitive (mental)
– Sensory
– Emotional
– Developmental

• or some combination of these.

*Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 10-9-10



Defining disability*
• “an umbrella term, covering impairments, activity 

limitations, and participation restrictions. 
– An impairment is a problem in body function or structure; 
– an activity limitation is a difficulty encountered by an 

individual in executing a task or action; while a 
– participation restriction is a problem experienced by an 

individual in involvement  in life situations. 
– Thus disability is a complex phenomenon, reflecting “an 

interaction between  features of a person’s body and 
features of the society in which he or she lives.”

*World Health Organization 
(WHO)



Defining disability
• An individual may also qualify as disabled if 

he/she has had an impairment in the past
or is seen as disabled based on a personal 
or group standard or norm.  Such 
impairments may include:  physical, 
sensory, and cognitive or develop-
mental disabilities. Mental disorders 
(psychiatric or psychosocial disability) and 
various types of chronic disease may also 
be considered qualifying disabilities. 



Defining disability

• Some advocates object to describing 
certain conditions (notably deafness and 
autism) as “disabilities”, arguing that it is 
more appropriate to consider them 
developmental differences that have been 
unfairly stigmatized by society.

• A disability may occur during a person’s 
lifetime or may be present from birth.



Tuesday, October 5, 2010…

• The term “mental 
retardation” to be 
replaced with 
“intellectual 
disability”

• Removes “hurtful 
language” from 
federal health, 
education and 
labor policy



Defining T.A.B.
TAB = Temporarily Able-Bodied

– Used by some disability rights activists as a 
reminder that many people will develop 
disabilities at some point in their lives due to 
accidents, illness (physical, mental or 
emotional), or late-emerging effects of 
genetics

– Most authors point out that “disabled” is an 
identity that one is not necessarily born with 
and that disabilities are more often acquired 
than congenital



Defining Special Care Dentistry*

• “Is the delivery of dental care tailored to the individual 
needs of patients who have disabling medical conditions 
beyond routine conditions or mental or psychologic 
limitations that require consideration beyond routine 
approaches…”

(Lawton L. J. Am. Dental Assoc. 2002; 133(12)” 1660-700.)

• “That branch of dentistry that provides oral care services 
for people with physical, mental, developmental or 
cognitive conditions which limit their ability to receive 
routine dental care”.  

(Special Care Dentistry Association, 2010)



Special Care Advocates in Dentistry
SAID:  WHO WE ARE…

“the only organization in the U.S. that deals 
solely with the dental needs of the 

institutionalized client.  It’s membership is 
comprised of dental professionals working 

full time in institutions or professionals 
who devote a large portion of their time 
treating the developmentally disabled, 
mentally ill, and/or otherwise medically 

compromised client.”



People first language

• The American Psychological Association 
developed a guide which states:
– “when identifying a person with an 

impairment, the person’s name or pronoun 
should come first, and descriptions of the 
impairment/disability should be used so that 
the impairment is identified, but is not 
modifying the person.”



People first language
Improper examples:

• A blind person

• An autistic boy

• A deaf girl

Proper examples:

• A woman with Down 
syndrome

• A man who has 
schizophrenia

• Robert, who can’t 
hear well…



People First Language

• APA guide also states: a person’s 
adaptive equipment should be described 
functionally as something that assists a 
person, not as something that limits a 
person
– EG. “a woman who uses a wheelchair”

rather than…
“a woman in/confined to a wheelchair”



The History of Disabilities…
• Disabilities were legal restrictions and limitations placed 

on Jews in the Middle ages. They included provisions 
requiring Jews to wear specific and identifying clothing 
such as the Jewish hat and the yellow badge, restricting 
Jews to certain cities and towns or in certain parts of 
towns (ghettos), and forbidding Jews to enter certain 
trades.  Disabilities also included special taxes levied on 
Jews, exclusion from public life, and restraints on 
practicing their religion.  The disabilities were lifted in the 
late 18th and 19th century.  In 1791, revolutionary France 
was the first country to abolish them altogether, followed 
by Prussia in 1848, the United Kingdom in 1858, and 
Germany in 1871.



The History and Sociology of Disabilities 
in the US: Discrimination in Employment

• The U.S. Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires all 
organizations that receive federal funding to provide 
accessibility and services.

• In 1990, the Americans with Disabilities Act, the ADA
(came in effect in 1992), prohibits private employers, state 
and local governments, employment agencies and labor 
unions from discriminating against qualified individuals with 
disabilities in job application procedures, hiring, firing, 
advancement, compensation, job training, or in the terms, 
conditions, and privileges or employment.
– Businesses must make “reasonable accommodation” to people with 

different needs
• Affected all dental and medical practices!



Prevalence of Disabilities

• Difficult to determine b/c disability is NOT 
just a status condition, entirely confined 
within the individual.  Rather, it is an 
interaction between medical status (say 
having low vision or being blind) and the 
environment.  

• WHO estimate a world population of 6.5 
billion people (100 million estimated to be 
moderately or severely disabled)



Disabilities in the U.S.
• U.S. Census Bureau of 2005

– Estimated 47.5 million disabled adults (aged 
18 and over)

– Plus 5 million children and youth (under 18)
52.5 million in US  (12% of population)

– If you add impairments (problem with body 
structure or function that limits people to some 
extent) census estimates: 

About 54 million Americans
(18% of population)



Estimates of Disabilities in Children*
About 12% of children < 18 have a developmental disability

• The following incidences per approx. 1,000 US births:
– 1-2 children with cerebral palsy
– 1 child with variety of musculo-skeletal/    

integumental anomalies
– 0.5 children with circulatory/respiratory 

anomalies
– 0.5 children with heart malformations
– 0.5 children with hearing loss
– 0.4 children with vision impairment
– 0.3 children with cleft lip/palate
– 0.2 children with spina bifida/meningocele

Honeycutt A.  MMWR 2004; 53(3): 57-9.



Top 10 Disabilities in Adults
• 2005 CDC study shows 

that 47.5 million US 
adults (21.8%) reported a 
disability

• Increase of 3.4 million 
since 1999

• Number of adults with a 
disability is likely to 
increase dramatically as 
baby boomers enter older 
age groups in next 20 yrs



The Ten Commandments
of Communicating with People with Disabilities

• Disability Awareness Training Videotape
• Produced by Irene Ward and Associates
• 26 minute DVD/tape 
• Cost: $189
• Uses humorous vignettes to deliver its diability 

awareness message
• Each commandment is segmented for easy 

access
• Winner of the Chris Award, Columbus 

International Film and Video Festival, etc.
• Produced in 2007



The Ten Commandments
of Communicating with People with Disabilities



Summary of the Ten 
Commandments:

1. Speak directly.
2. Shake hands when 

introduced
3. Always identify yourself 

and others who may be 
with you

4. If you offer assistance, 
wait until the offer is 
accepted before action.

5. Treat adults as adults 
(never patronize)

6. Do not lean against or 
hang on to someone’s 
wheelchair.

7. Listen attentively.  Ask 
short questions if needed.

8. Be at eye level when 
speaking.

9. Get a person’s attention 
for people with a hearing 
disability.  Speak normal.

10.Relax.  Don’t be 
embarrassed when using 
common expressions.



If you liked this DVD can order:

• The Ten Commandments of 
Communicating with People with Disabilities

• Kineticvideo.com
• E-mail: Info@kineticvideo*com
• 255 Delaware Avenue
• Buffalo, NY  14202
• Phone: 716-856-7631
• Fax: 716-856-7838



Why is this so important to us?
• Dental Care is the most needed health service 

reported, but not received among children with 
Special Care Needs*

• Only 10% general dentists treat children with 
C.Palsy, M.retardation, or medical conditions**

• 57% of dental hygiene programs report no clinical 
experience in treating patients with special needs**

*Davis M. Issues in access to oral health care for special care 
patients.  Dental Clincs of America 2009; 53:2, 169-181.

**Waldman, Fenton, Perlman.  Preparing dental graduates to 
provide care to individuals with special needs.  J Dent Educ 
2005; 69: 249-54.



Sharing- Author unknown
When we share laughter, there’s twice the fun; 
When we share success, we surpassed what we’ve done.
When we share problems, there’s half the pain;
When we share tears, a rainbow follows rain.
When we share dreams, they become more real;
When we share secrets, our hearts we reveal.
If we share a smile, that’s when our love shows;
If we share a hug, it’s when our love grows.
If we share with someone on whom we depend, 
that person is always our family or friend.
And what draws us closer and makes us all care,
Is not what we have, but the things that we share.



Special Olympics/Special Smiles

Thank you for changing lives!


